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INTRODUCTORY NOTES
The renaissance of picture postcard collecting amongst the general public has also interested the Speleologist.
After many years of searching previously unrecorded and important photographs of caves have been located.
From a small accumulation of cave picture postcards formed in 1978 the collection grew into an accumulation
of over 30,000 cards enabling the compiler/writer to, as far as it is possible, identify the publishers and publication dates of the cards and, hopefully, list them in a reasonably logical manner. Many early Speleo photographers have been identified and several rare and previously unrecorded photographs have been discovered.
The catalogue has been compiled from material housed in four major collections and several other smaller
accumulations amassed over the past few years and what follows is based upon twenty years study of the cards.
There are still many cards where full identification cannot be given; these are mainly the work of local photographers using commercially available photographic printing paper, though a few are from unidentified national
printers or distributors. The large printing houses developed their own style of layout either on the picture face
or the postal side and where these are easily identifiable have been listed under that particular publisher/printer.
Since the 1993 edition, published by Tony Oldham, the catalogue has been up-dated and improved by the inclusion of computer generated illustrations showing most of the card styles, sets and historically important
photographs.
HISTORICAL NOTE
The relaxation of the General Post Office regulations in 1894 abandoning their monopoly of the sale of
postcards, art publishers were quick to take advantage of this change. By 1898 many publishers were placing
beautifully coloured picture postcards (chromo-lithographs) on the market, smaller than the standard adopted
c.1900, known as Court Cards. By the turn of the century and to continue for the next two decades, collecting
of picture postcards became a national pastime. It is fortunate that many of these collections have been
preserved as these are the main source of cards collected today. Books and ephemera have been energetically
collected by cavers over the years and when picture postcard collecting became popular in the late 1970s cavers
suddenly found an untapped wealth of speleological history had been unearthed.
Among the early cave pioneers were a number of keen photographers who, with their cumbersome equipment,
struggled against great odds to get their cameras and flashlights to the photographic zones of the wild caves
then being explored. One man, possibly the first true British Speleo-Photographer, was Harry Bamforth of
Holmfirth in Yorkshire. Bamforth, a friend of Puttrell and Baker. He frequently joined caving groups carrying
out early exploratory work, particularly in the Peak District. Among Bamforth's finest work is the photographic
record of the Speedwell Bottomless Pit expedition, led by Puttrell in 1901. Later came other northern cavers
who produced fine photographs of caves in the Yorkshire Dales including Stringer, Burrows and Hastings.
Occasionally a cave card is found of historic importance as it is the only reference to an event barely mentioned
in print. One example is the opening of Goatchurch Cavern in Burrington Combe, Somerset, as a public showcave in 1901. Herbert Balch describing this cave makes passing mention of the site being a show-cave a 'few
years ago'. Apart from that short statement he makes no further mention of the event and little other data is
available in print. Today the cave entrance passage shows evidence of this event, remains of the handrails and
entrance gate may still be seen. However, two picture postcards have been found of this cave, taken by Harry
Bamforth, when it was open to the public, one of the entrance gate and another of the interior and,
subsequently, an advertisement has been found in a local paper dated 1901. Thus Balch's note has now been
verified by photographic and local newspaper evidence. A fine instance of a picture being worth a thousand
words!
Coupling picture postcards of a particular show-cave with contemporary ephemera, gives a good insight into the
way many show-caves were being presented to the public. It is possible to accumulate a large number of picture
postcards from many caves throughout the British Isles.
Most picture postcards published prior to the 1st World War were printed on the continent, mainly in Germany.
This ceased at the outbreak of hostilities in 1914 and from 1919 many publishers ensured that their work was
printed by British companies. For ease of compiling this catalogue, those cards printed on the continent have
been listed as the work of the publisher, e.g. Stengel or Wrench. Two major publishing houses however, always
printed their material in Britain; they were John Valentine and Raphael Tuck, the former, having a list of cave
sites far longer than any other company.
For convenience the catalogue is broken into 10 sections, divided into zones, plus an additional section of
Appendices including an index of all sites, details of sea and miscellaneous cards, publishers, picture postcard
series and trademarks. The cave sites are listed alphabetically within the relevant section and each site has been
given a discrete page numbering system (section, county, cave : page number) thus easing revision and further
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entries. The latest revision date appears below the page number. At a later date it may be possible to make
available additions and corrections on separate sheets.
Collectors having cards not listed in this catalogue are urged to inform the complier so that the lists can be kept
as complete as possible. The information required by the compiler for adding cards to the catalogue is a photocopy of both front and back of the card, colour of the card and title (if different), colour of the postal layout and
date of use if illegible on the photocopy. The address is British Cave Picture Postcard Catalogue, Townsend
Cottage, Priddy, Wells, Somerset, BA5 3BP.
ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS
The writer would like to express his gratitude and thanks to all who have supplied information for this
catalogue; in addition to those mentioned in earlier editions are Dr. Richard Shaw (Leicester) and Don Mellor
(Keighley, W. Yorks) who both lent a vast amount of material from their collections for checking purposes.
D.J. Irwin, Priddy, Somerset.
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HOW TO USE THIS CATALOGUE
The cards are listed under their printer or publisher; in many cases the printer and publisher is one and the same.
Those cards that bear no easily recognisable feature or imprint are listed under the section entitled PUBLISHER
UNKNOWN.
PRINTER/PUBLISHER listings:
Cards printed and published by the same company are listed in chronological order and where applicable under
their series name. All sets or individual cards are prefixed with an abbreviated name of the printer/publisher
and are numbered from 1 to 1990 usually in steps of 10 to enable additional items to be included without
seriously reorganising the catalogue numbering system. Numbers generally commence at 10. For example Frith
issues are listed as FR10, FR20, FR30 etc. Cards easily associated with a printer which bear no imprint, series
or trademark, are listed at the end of each printer/publisher listing commencing with a 2000 number.
PUBLISHER listings:
The cards published by the cave management or retailer but printed by an identifiable company are sub-listed
under their respective printer collectively under the umbrella of that publisher. For example, cards published by
William Gough of Cheddar AND bear his imprint have been found printed by Frith, Pictorial Stationery, Misch,
Harvey Barton etc. All of these cards will be found listed under William Gough. The numbering sequence is
the same as for the printer/publisher prefixed with the publishers abbreviation. In the case of William Gough:
WG10, WG20 etc. Cards that bear the publisher imprint but cannot be identified with a particular printer are
listed, at the end of the relevant section, commencing with a 2000 number.
PUBLISHER UNKNOWN listings:
Cards that cannot be positively identified with a particular printer or publisher have been grouped together
under this heading. They are listed chronologically as far as is possible, usually by the date of posting or style.
The latter is difficult to describe but the collector will quickly gain this knowledge as the collection grows.
PICTURE POSTCARD DATING:
It is important to note that the postal or manuscript dates recorded in this catalogue are from cards that have
been posted in the area of the cave or have a written note to indicate that the purchaser had visited the cave at
that time. These dates are a good guide to the sales life of the cards; cards posted at other places could have
been purchased a considerable time before and can only indicate that the date of sale was earlier than the postal
date; these have been largely ignored except for the early cards, c.1902. To aid dating the information
contained in the 'stamp square' is often useful. For example: 'Printed in Saxony' or some similar phrase immediately dates the card as being produced before the 1st World War. It is interesting to note that stocks of German
printed cards sold during the 1st. World War have the note 'Printed in Saxony' deliberately removed - possibly
by the retailers who feared that their stocks of cards would not sell if the public noticed the cards to be of
German origin. Several specimens are in the compilers collection. Following this date most cards bear the note
'Printed in England'. The postage stamp rate also helps. The postal rate for postcards was 1/2d up to 1919.
Within the next three years the rates were changed on two occasions, the first increasing the rate to 1½d and
then the second change reduced the rate to 1d in 1922. Consequently the printers no longer continued the
practice of including the stamp rate and simply printed the words 'Affix Stamp Here' or 'Stamp'. Greetings first
appeared on the postal side in 1950 following a GPO regulation changing the postal rates. The earliest recorded
dates for any particular card is given in the notes following the card title notes inside {}
SERIES NAME:
If the cards belong to a particular series, the name is given following the date of publication.
DESCRIPTIONS:
Each card or set of cards have been described in an abbreviated form and is given in two sections. The description for the face of the card - the picture side - is given in a general but abbreviated form. A list of the abbreviations will be found at the end of this section. The postal side of the card is similarly described in full and the
reference number for the publisher is given where applicable. In this case a postal side number will relate to a
number in the Postal Back catalogue (Appendix 6). This catalogue lists many of the postal back layout variations for the major printers each being identified with a sub-number. If there are variants of the basic layout the
relevant differences will be given in this section.
The face description is prefixed with an 'f'. The postal description is prefixed with a 'p'. Should there be a
variant of the general face or postal back description then each variant is given a number. For example there are
numerous publishers that have published the same face but as the card had been on sale for a number of years
the postal back has been changed on a number of occasions and so each postal variant will be given as p1, p2,
p3 etc. Further details of the use of this numbering system for either the face or postal back will be given in the
section below describing the listing of the individual cards. To aid cross reference with any previous catalogue
the old number is given at the end of either the front or postal back general description inside [].
The general description of the face of the card is broken into sections.
First, the colour. Generally the colour of a card may be broken down into three basic groups.
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1. black and white (b.w.p);
2. sepia (s.p) and
3. Colour (Col.p).
The colour is followed by the style of the title; whether it is on the photograph (T/p) or in the margins (T/m) and
then the colour of the title, most are white characters when located on the photograph background. For example
a title on the photograph and printed in red will be abbreviated to T/p(R). The location of the title follows e.g.
(u.l.): upper left; (l.l.): lower left etc. The style of the title characters then follows. Are they sans serif or serif
characters? There are three different types of character setting: (CAPS): upper case (capitals) throughout;
(caps): first capital character larger than the remainder of the word and finally (caps/lc): upper (capitals) and
lower case characters. Therefore combining the sans serif or serif with the type of letter character can become
thus: (sans serif caps/lc). If the characters are italic then the abbreviation becomes (italic sans serif caps/lc).
Finally the existence of margins (or border) is given as ma (margins all round). Early cards may only have one
border, usually at the bottom of the card, and these are known as vignette cards (VC) and this appears in the
description between the colour of the card and the title. Therefore this collection of abbreviations can be used to
give a general description of the face of a card. For example:
Col.p; T/p(B)(l.r.)(serif italic caps/lc); ma
This abbreviation reads as follows: A colour photograph with margins has a title in the lower left section of the
photograph and the characters of the title have been printed in black in italic serif upper and lower case
characters.
THE CARD LISTINGS:
Below the general description each card is listed giving the number and full title of the card together with
any particular type layout. At the end of the title notes are given which include the format of the card, (V)ertical
or (H)orizontal, together with the relevant variant of the face or postal back. The exception is the listings of
Cox's Cave Frith cards - these details are given in the title list. If there are a number of variants for a particular
card each is listed below the card entry and are numbered inside []. Great care has been taken to include the
punctuation and spelling used in the title. The notes following the title will generally highlight any differences
so that it cannot be confused with the compilers typing errors. Owners of specific cards are indicated by
symbols at the end of the title notes e.g. ' or •. These are not typing errors! The names of owners are known only
to the compiler. Collectors having a good reason to view a particular card may contact the compiler who will
make the necessary arrangements with the owner if possible.
Abbreviations used throughout this catalogue are the same as those used for the authors' other catalogues of
caves in the United Kingdom (refs 1 - 4). Full details of the abbreviations are given below. Use of other brackets {} or [] gives additional information to aid identification.
A further symbol has been adopted throughout the catalogue and that is //. This identifies individual lines
of the title. A single / is intended to mean 'on' e.g. title to be found printed on the photograph is reduced to T/p
or that the postcard number is to be found on the back of the card in the lower left corner is reduced to N/b(l.l.).
By about 1905 many printers devised distinguishing postal layouts thus making identification easy when no
imprint or trademark is present. Frith's of Reigate standardised their postal backs about 1906 and continued
with essentially the same format until the mid-1960s and where this style is used on Frith's cards or those
printed by Frith's for certain customers the description will include the postal layout reference number e.g. Fr10,
Fr20 etc.
The example that follows is from a set of cards published by Photochrom Ltd. :
PH20
1939ds
f
s.p; T/m(S)(l.l.)(sans serif CAPS) + N(l.r.); ma
p1 Ph90; p(B); PC(3mm high sans serif CAPS); stamp square frame only formed by series of dashes; I (2 Line, sans serif caps/lc):
Copyright Publication by Photochrom Co.,Ltd., Royal Tunbridge Wells. // All British Publication.; above communication block (sans serif
CAPS): FOR CORRESPONDENCE; above address block (sans serif CAPS): FOR ADDRESS; [16A]
p2 Ph100; p(B); PC(3mm high sans serif CAPS); stamp square frame only formed by series of dashes; I (2 Line, sans serif caps/lc):
Copyright Publication by Photochrom Co.,Ltd., Royal Tunbridge Wells. // All British Publication.; above communication block (sans serif
caps/lc): For Correspondence; above address block (sans serif caps/lc): For Address; [16AA]
75725A Wookey Hole. The Escape of the River Axe//from the Great Cave of
Wookey Hole [(V); p1]
75730
Wookey Hole. The Second Chamber or Hall of Wookey [(V)]
Var:
[1] - p1; {14-7-1939}
[2] - p2
75732
The Lower Grotto. Wookey Hole [(V); p1]
75734
Wookey Hole. Witching Waters [(H); p2]
75736
Wookey Hole. Escape of the Axe [(V); p2]
80484
Wookey Hole. The Third Chamber or the Parlour of the Witch [(H); p1]

From the above it can be seen that these sepia cards were published about 1939. The title is in the margin
printed in sepia sans serif capital characters. The card has margins all round. There are two postal backs
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associated with this series and are listed as p1 and p2. Each recorded card is listed and the format and the
associated postal back is given.
Cave picture postcards are no longer easy to find except for the very common varieties and it is impossible to
find cards to order as one can in the Philatelic environment. Early cards produced by local photographers
command a premium and collectors can often be expected to pay quite high prices for this material. It is perhaps
fortunate that dealers are still not sure which cards are considered of importance by cavers. Various cards
which belong to popular general themes carry the relevant price tag on the open market such as the Official
Railway Cards and famous artists (e.g. Hassall).
Previous editions used an asterisk indicator as to the scarcity of a particular item but this is being discontinued;
some remain in the listings but will be deleted during future amendments. Those that remain in the listings are :
no asterisk - common; [*] - scarce; [**] - very scarce; [***] - rare; [****] - very rare where only one or two
copies recorded or current market price will normally exceed £5.

ABBREVIATIONS
B
Bl
Bl-G
Br
b
br
b.w.p
b.w.br.p
Col. p
CAPS
caps
caps/lc
ds
G
Gr
(H)
HI
I
l
l.c.
l.l.
l.r.
M
ma
N
N/b
N/m
N/p
NI
n/r

black
blue
bluish-grey
brown
postal or back of card
bromide print (real photo)
black & white photo. (gravure)
black & white real photo.
colour photo.
same size capitals.
1st capital letter large then rest.
higher & lower case letters
postal datestamp
grey
green
horizontal format.
hand inscribed title.
Imprint
left
lower centre
lower left
lower right
magenta
margins on 4 sides
negative or postcard number
number on back
number in margin
number on photo.
no imprint
not recorded.

O/P
overprinted.
p
postal side
PC
Post Card
R
redR-Br
reddish-brown
r
right
S
sepia
s.p
sepia photo (gravure)
T
title of photo.or card
t
top
T/b
title on back of card
T/p
title in margin.
T/p
title on photo.
TIC
T. Illingworth & Company.
TM
trademark
udb
undivided back
u.c.
upper centre
u.l.
upper left.
u.r.
upper right.
VC
vignette card
(V)
vertical format
ws
without series name.

Deckled edge

A better guide to current prices is given as follows. This can only be a very general indicator as specimens may
be found at prices much below those quoted or may even be much higher. pricing is entirely dependant upon the
dealer's pricing system.
Real photographs command high prices and cards such as the Riley Series of the Yorkshire sites can range from
£1 - £3. Lilywhite post 2nd World War cards are now commonly priced at between £1 - £2. The Frith cards of
Cox's Cave are in the 50p - 75p range whilst the Peak Cavern entrance card published by this printer is generally marked at £4.50. Cards, published as lithos and real photos of the Speedwell Canal can be priced from £5 £15, simply because canal views is a popular subject amongst postcard collectors and consequently has no
bearing on the scarcity of the card. Novelty cards and pull-outs range from £3- £8. Lettercards bear a £5 - £10
price tag. Thor's Cave official railway cards or those that show a train in the picture are regularly seen priced at
about £7-£10 whereas the rare Collard set of five archaelogical cards at Gough's Cave has changed hands for
£250 [1990]. Gough's cave cards published by Arthur Gough (A.G.H. Gough) are extremely common and
should be in the 10p box but many have been seen priced at about 50p - £1.50 each. This is because the
Postcard Catalogue, published annually, prices cave cards at from £1.50 each.
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Basic cards, including foreign, range from 50p - £2 each; Australasian cards generally command a higher price
tag starting at about £3.00.
For further notes refer to the authors website : www.irwin24.fsnet.co.uk
There is no doubt that cave picture postcards are no longer common and the 'golden' days of collecting are over.
However, dealers have reasonable stocks of the more common items and there is still the chance of finding
another 'classic' card. Good hunting
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